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Representing the Identity of a Territory:  

The Drawing [a Tool] to Investigate, Systematize and Know. 

The “Bacino delle Acque Albule”as a Case Study 
 

Laura Farroni 

Giovanna Spadafora 

Silvia Rinalduzzi 

 

Abstract 

 

Recognizing the identity of a territory and examining its balances means 

recognizing a complex and delicate system in which all its elements are 

interdependent and linked to each other. For this reason, the study shows partial 

results of an inter-disciplinary research carried out on Acque Albule Basin, 

located in the North-East of metropolitan areas around Rome (Lazio Region in 

Italy). In particular, a trial of methodological protocol to define the knowledge 

system is proposed. This system is useful to draw up guidelines to the 

sustainable regeneration of cultural heritage. In this operating environment, the 

drawing, through its aspects, confirmed its function as a tool for knowledge. 

The acquisition, the integration and the systematization of data allowed the 

identification of main and minor themes, showing their mutual connections. In 

fact, landscape study is carried out from soil superior layers to the deepest ones, 

linking information that is very different in the scale of analysis and language. 

The study about historical and iconographic documentation, the integrated 

surveys, and 3D digital reconstruction highlight that the area is characterized by 

its peculiar balance, as a result of natural and human aspects and their 

combined action in time. The methodological protocol wants to combine 

natural resource information (water and Lapis Tiburtinus) and natural hazard 

data with anthropogenic and cultural aspects, due to industrial exploitation 

(travertine mining), agricultural use of soil and archaeological and architectonic 

heritage in the area. Comparing data is possible thanks to peculiar cognitive and 

organizational filters. Some aspects dealt with by the research are: a) the 

cataloguing of territorial elements, divided in anthropic, cultural and natural 

aspects through texts, ancient and actual cartographies, geological maps, 

iconographies, photos, and instrumental survey analysis; b) data vectorization 

to create maps and diagrams and  to render historical information with scientific 

language; c) the cataloguing of natural hazards, obtained from a preliminary 

study about geomorphological and hydrogeological structure and its 

consecutive graphical representation, connected with territorial aspects; d) the 

cataloguing and graphical representation of related sceneries to mapping 

empathic balance or affected landscapes, according with temporal steps. In 

conclusion, the aim of this study is to identify an algorithm to discretize a 

complex landscape. Data management, due to a multidisciplinary approach and 

led by representation, is useful to rendering the cultural identity, nowadays 

cancelled by recent urban and territorial transformations. 

 

Keywords: Cataloging, Filing, Geo-cultural landscape, GIS, Representation. 
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Introduction 

 

Nature and culture in Italy define areas of great importance in landscape, 

which show traces even in contexts where the overall equilibrium has been 

compromised. However, the Italian territory is subject to natural seismic and 

hydro-geological hazards whose dramatic impact on the population is 

exacerbated by urbanization, which is too often little concerned with safety. 

In recent years, due to enforced regulations imposing a drastic reduction 

in new land usage, project activities are increasingly targeting the recovery 

and redesign of what is available. It is necessary, however, that choices in 

programming and planning be guided by an in-depth historical knowledge 

of the territory and the environment, so as to link the analysis on a territorial 

scale with those on the scale of the historic construction. The objective of 

this preliminary exploration phase should be to investigate, in a stratigraphic 

sequence, landscapes that have succeeded each other and deposited over 

time, considering the "cultural models that these landscapes have motivated 

and conformed" [1]. The analysis of the historical organization of the 

territory is included in a broader picture of environmental risk analysis, that 

is, cognizance of the geological nature of the territory and the 

transformations that have affected the subsoil. This analysis makes it is 

possible to relate events and phenomena in radically different periods and 

manifestations, but in a synchronous reading reveals long-term land uses 

and anthropic settlements.  

The present contribution is but a part of this broader topic and illustrates 

a working methodology based on the use of the drawing to investigate, 

systematize and obtain knowledge of geo-cultural scenarios. The Committee 

for the World Heritage defines as "cultural landscape" those geographical 

areas that represent the combined activity of nature and man. Recognizing 

the “geo-cultural” value of a landscape also means identifying the presence 

of those structural elements that resist transformation and affect the 

processes of anthropization: natural-cultural resources and geological-

natural hazards.  

The work presented here is being undertaken in the field of 

interdisciplinary research
1
, which the writers have been carrying out for a 

few years now at the “Bacino delle Acque Albule” (or Albule Basin, 

hereinafter also BDAA). This portion of Tiburtino territory, crossed on the 

south by the Aniene River, is located in the northeast quadrant of the 

Metropolitan City of Rome Capital and is characterized by a geological 

conformation that rendered possible hydrothermal springs and travertine 

deposits. To date, the territory reveals a series of changes driven mostly by 

uncontrolled industrial exploitation, while actions aimed at enhancing the 

historical-cultural, landscape and environmental assets or addressing the 

complex recognition of the identity of the area are still too few. From the 

                                                           
1 Research was carried out thanks to the work of a group of colleagues from the 

Dipartimento di Scienze della Terra dell’Università degli Studi di Roma Tre (Department 

of Earth Sciences of the University of Roma Tre) who are interested in natural aspects: that 

is geological, structural, geomorphological, hydro-geological, stratigraphic, seismic, and 

geochemical aspects, such as retrieval of quarrying sites through the specific analysis of 

compatible materials.  
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knowledge acquired
2
 of the area, a method of investigating and obtaining 

results, illustrated below, has been developed and refined in BDAA, which 

can be applied to all geo-cultural landscapes presenting similar features 

(Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Scheme of Sperimental Process to Know a Geo-cultural Landscape 

Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

                                                           
2 

A first result of this research was published in Land and Use Policy article Geo-cultural 

landscaping: Guidelines and conceptual framework to design future scenarios of exploited 

lands (Rinalduzzi et al., 2016), where those factors that made it possible to define the basin 

Bacino delle Acque Albule a geocultural landscape.  
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It, in fact, foresees varying degrees of flexibility in its application, given 

the differences that may be found among different scenarios. The aim was to 

come up with a relational database that implements the information systems 

already proposed by both local and national authorities through the creation 

of a specific database. The heterogeneity of the elements and the multiplicity 

of relationships found within the area of study find in drawing the 

transversal tool for the analysis, interpretation and discretization of data of a 

diverse nature and different spatial and temporal stratification. After the 

initial analysis phase, there follows always through drawings the re-

composition of the interpreted data. Presently there are several databases 

(WebGIS) that can correlate the territory, the environment, the risks and the 

cultural assets present in the BDAA, but not all are easily consulted. Most 

are used only as containers of information.
3
 The GIS setting, described 

further, is intended as a place of integration and critical return. Because of 

this, the relational database can handle general-level data in relation to data 

from investigations of specific fields and on the scale of details. In the 

following paragraphs, the present scenario of the Basin, the general working 

methodology, and the application to the specific case study will be outlined.  

 

 

 

BDAA. Interaction between Settlements and Urban Development, 

Resources and Risks 

 

The Acque Albule Basin is the scene of an unstable and precarious 

balance between environmental resources and risks that, over centuries, has 

contributed to making this site unique in its kind. The close link between a 

valuable architectural heritage and the abundance of water and travertine 

allows us to consider the Basin a "cultural landscape heritage". From an 

administrative point of view, this area is divided between the two 

municipalities of Tivoli and Guidonia, two neighboring areas but with very 

different approaches to the management of land and heritage (Figure 2).  

 

                                                           
3
 Among the best known: a) Regione Lazio: PTPR, SITR; b) Ministero dei Beni Culturali: 

SITAP, Vincoli in Rete, Carta del Rischio; c) ISPRA: Geoviewer, d) Ministero dell’Ambiente: 

Geoportale Nazionale; e) Città Metropolitana di Roma.  
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Figure 2. BDAA (Acque Albule Basin): a) Location of the Basin between the 

Administrative Limits of Two Municipalities: Guidonia Montecelio (Pink) 

and Tivoli (Lilac); b) 3D Model taken from Google Heart of BDAA with 

Main Town and Sub Township (Black) and Most Important Historical Sites 

(Red)

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The Regulatory Plans of both municipalities, dating back to the 70s, 

identified possibilities for the area in the following: the service sector, 

tourism, quarrying, industrial and agricultural (in particular olive cultivation). 

However, the predominating interest is the quarrying sector. In fact, the 

quarries and related activities are still the protagonists of the present 

landscape, and even though characterized by their independence, they 

dominate urban development, to this day uncontrolled and oblivious to the 

natural hazards of the site. An example of this is the building of a sub 

township of Guidonia, Villalba located on the edge of a quarry and thus 

subjected to dusts and acoustic pollution, or inadvertently built above limestone 

sinkholes. Here, the houses are situated in an unorganized and non-continuous 

context. The territorial transformations are thus generated by heavy industrial 

exploitation: travertine quarrying today reaches very great depths and is a 

permanent and highly invasive activity, whose economic advantage is for 

only a few.  

One must also not underestimate the desolation of abandoned quarries, 

both when left open and when covered over. In this context, however, there 

are important archaeological remains, some of which have almost 
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completely disappeared, whose traces can only be found in ancient 

iconography, and some distinctive buildings, testifying an anthropic process 

evolving since ancient Rome. Such buildings, however, are partially absorbed 

by urban transformations in which they play only a marginal role. 

Emblematic is the case of Ponte Lucano (Lucano Bridge), a key hub for 

ancient economy and viability, but today in a degraded state. Another is the 

example of Casale del Barco, only recently under the protection of the 

Sopraintendenza Archeologia, Belle Arti e paesaggio per l’area metropolitana 

di Roma, la Provincia di Viterbo e l’etruria Meridionale, and which is 

completely embedded in an industrial quarrying context containing traces of 

the ancient Roman quarry. The Casale Nuovo, also called Casale Bernini, is 

in a state of degradation as well, next to existing or covered quarries.  

These contexts were analyzed in a recent study by the authors, in which 

they endeavored to reread the history of the ways in which anthropization 

occurred, linking this process to the relationship among natural resources, 

settlements - considering their location and extent - and the presence of 

geological or hydro-geological hazards. The study of human occupation and 

exploitation of this territory has thus evidenced aspects of BDAA's cultural 

landscape. Collaboration with geologist colleagues in the Land and Use 

Policy article [2] has linked this historical survey with studies they conducted 

on the presence of natural resources and environmental hazards (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Diagram about Constituent Sets of Geo-cultural Landscape 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

Thus the definition of cultural landscape is expanded to become geo-

cultural landscape, a macro context in which the constituent landscapes of the 

Basin may be identified as: the “stone landscape”, the "water landscape", the 

"rural landscape", the "pre-existence landscape" and the "urban landscape" [3, 

4]. 
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Methodological Approach 

 

These pages illustrate the application of a working methodology, oriented 

towards the verification of the consistency of the anthropic and natural 

components of the constituent landscapes. If we consider the landscape a 

system, in order to outline a critical view of the present situation it is necessary 

to compare the present systems to those of the past. The point of integration 

between the past and the present systems is GIS, which the authors are 

elaborating and preparing for critical data collection and retrieval. Both written 

and graphic sources have been consulted. To delineate the systems present 

printed texts, the thematic papers on geology (morphology, hydrography, 

lithology), Piani Paesistici Regionali (Regional Landscape Plans), Piano 

Regolatore and Carte del Rischio (Regulatory Plan and Risk Papers) were taken 

into consideration. Further digital sources, WebGIS prepared by ministries and 

regional authorities collecting and linking the cartographic data, as well as 

satellite images and photographs were consulted. The data acquisition was of 

details and surveys of sample data. The identification of past systems required a 

more articulated process. Specifically, the analysis drew from previously used 

methods of investigation [5, 6], though demonstrating obvious differences 

regarding application themes all agree in considering landscape “stratified 

phenomena” over time. Thus, the knowledge of the various temporal phases of 

BDAA occurred through a "virtual excavation"; that is through the reading of 

the information obtained, which allowed the site to be analyzed as a set of 

elements and processes located on the territory that generate an 

"interconnected" system of shapes located in a space. The shapes were 

recognized following the definitions of environmental archeology as existing 

testimony to natural (eco-facts) and anthropic-cultural (artifacts). The 

macroscopic eco-facts identified in the area of study are divided into: 

orography, hydrography, and vegetation. The macroscopic artifacts are divided 

into: urbanized areas, roadways, historical-architectural preexistences and 

outstanding buildings. Natural resources are travertine and water supply, while 

natural hazards are related to floods and subsidence phenomena. To individual 

landscape elements a time has been attributed: continuous, discontinuous, 

cyclic or interrupted, able to define their duration so as to link them to future 

monitoring and control activities. The interdisciplinary approach ensured the 

environment would be studied from the upper down to the deeper layers of the 

soil, thus defining, for each area of the landscape, what remains are still 

recognizable (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Cataloging and Filing of Constituent Landscapes, through Time 

and Traces of Artifacts and Eco-facts 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The methodology proposed for the preparation of historical systems and 

their relation to present systems will be illustrated below. As a trait-d'union 

among systems, the IGM 1872-1949 [7] was selected: initially adopted as a 

cartographic base for the planning of historical systems with CAD, and, for 

present ones, later geo-referenced in GIS.   

 

 

Elaboration of Historical Systems 
 

A reasoned bibliography was prepared, expanded during the course of 

the study and divided by constituent landscapes. The extrapolated information 

was linked to keywords, as a basis for the database and the links. 
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Data Retrieval through Written Sources 

 

The consultation of written sources proved to be necessary, particularly 

for the understanding of the most ancient anthropization phases, from 

Prehistory to the 14th century AD, lacking figurative sources. The printed 

material were always examined keeping in mind the ultimate goal of 

locating, albeit with due approximations, the artifacts and eco-facts on the 

IGM paper. The terminologies used in the literature were also analyzed by 

cross-referencing with other sources to obtain a unique definition, where 

possible, of the interpretation. In texts relative to BDAA, for example, the 

term Casales is often used that does not always refer to a building (point 

location), but in maps refers to castles, fiefs or estates (spatial location). The 

toponyms are thus considered keywords linking the IGM card, the contents 

extrapolated from the texts and their relative bibliographic references 

(Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5. Sperimental Cataloging and Filing of Written Sources Information 

and their Location on IGM Map through Toponyms 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

Data Retrieval from Graphic Sources 

 

The critical approach was even more essential in reading and recording 

graphical sources. Considering that historical cartography up to the 18th 

century is essentially represented by pseudo-perspective views, the orientation 

of the maps had to be identified and the reciprocal spatial relations, between 

the elements represented broadly evaluated. Historical cartographs, engravings, 

drawings, views, photographs reviewed belonging to a time span between 

the 14th century and the late 19th century were cataloged, identifying three 

macro levels of reading for each source analyzed: the first level covers the 

identification of mode and technique of representation, the second was a 

textual transcription of the image of the territory, and the third analyzes the 
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type of graphic discourse. In brief, the records were labeled A, B and C 

(Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6. Sperimental Cataloging and Filing of Graphic Sources Information: 

Historical Cartography and Maps. Table A) Raw Data Gathered. Presence of 

Components; Table B) Raw Data Gathered. Presence of Component; Table C) 

Elaborated Data Gathered. Abacus of Signs 

  
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The first "A" record shows the orientation, projection method, view used 

and the contents of the landscape elements, when present (raw data gathered). 

The “B” record contains an interpretation of the site in a descriptive text 
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through a specific analysis of the signs and graphic codes present in the 

cartography (elaborated data gathered). The "C" record presents in the form of 

an abacus the modality with which the elements were represented. In the 

canonical cataloging of graphical documents, which usually take into account 

the period, the author, the technique, scale of representation, the purpose and 

the content, the entries were integrated with items relating to the presence of 

natural elements, resources, and constructed heritage (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7. Comparision betweem Canonical and New Filing Proposed for 

Historical Cartographies and Maps Cataloging 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The environmental context, the existence of visual axes linked to the 

territory, and the descriptions of the individual artifacts depicted were 

obtained by analyzing and cataloging the engravings, drawings, views and 

photographs (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Sperimental Cataloging and Filing of Graphic Sources Information: 

Table A) Historical Iconography, Table B) Historical Photographs 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

Here also, the iconographic documentation integrated the usual 

cataloging of archives (title, author, technique, date, subject, location) with 

items concerning the presence of natural and anthropic-cultural components. 

Furthermore, information on the point of view and the field of view was 

associated with the reference IGM map, thus establishing the possible 

location of the subject represented and the observer (Figure 9).    
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Figure 9. Comparision betweem Canonical and New Filing Proposed for 

Historical Iconographies and Photographs Cataloging 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi 

 

Notes on Interpreting the Documents 

 

When identifying in the historical maps eco-facts and artifacts, the 

cultural background of the author, the intentions that guided the work, and 

the cultural milieu in which it was realized were taken into account. It is 

possible in fact that we do not find the same elements in drawings of the 

same period. The hydrographic system, for example, though present in all 

the maps, varies depending on the representation. The tributaries of the 

Aniene river and the sulphur springs were either present or not depending 

on the scale or purpose of the drawing or the orographic or anthropic 

elements. The archaeological area near the Agrippa thermal baths is at times 

characterized by the small lakes of the Acque Albule or the Tenute Storiche 

(Historical Estates), and at other times by the presence of the systems of 

ditches to the west of the Basin. The signs relative to the cultivated areas on 

the hills, on the other hand, persist and are evident even in the oldest 

cartographies used [8]. The signs of travertine quarrying, on the other hand, 

change either according to the mode of exploitation of the deposits 

(travertine quarry [9], lime quarry [10]) or to the type of cutting performed 

(as the extractive technology refined and went deeper, cutting became more 

regular [11]). The interpretation of natural hazards that affected this territory 

in the past was obtained by comparing historical drawings and identifying in 

the landscape representation those differences that could be due to the 

occurrence of natural events. By cross referencing these data with those 

derived from written sources, it was possible to identify the period of the 

transformations.  Floods, for example, were a commonly identified 

transformation. In fact, some parts of the territory are represented as active 

quarry zones surrounded by settlements and, in subsequent maps, as 

uninhabited wetlands, thus demonstrating the varying settling or use of the 

territory. 
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Vectorialization of Historical Systems 

 

Each landscape setting, identified in each cartography, was obtained from 

the vector drawing of the components on the basis of the IGM cartographic 

basis, retracing the relative forms and then geo-referencing them. The typology 

of artifacts and eco-facts indicated the structure of the key. As mentioned, the 

analysis shows that some elements may be found in all representations, while 

others are not. To distinguish these, two filters were adopted and labeled 

constant elements and variable elements. The constant elements could be both 

artificial (such as Ponte Lucano and Mausoleo dei Plautii) and natural (such as 

Aniene River and Canale della Solfatara). The variable elements follow the 

structure of the filing system and are divided into elements of constructed 

heritage: archaeological remains, outstanding buildings, urban centers, viability 

and natural resources: travertine (in all its temporal changes, pond, limestone, 

limestone furnaces, quarried material), water, (channels and rivers and 

hydrothermal springs), agricultural landscape (olive groves, cultivated fields) 

and spontaneous vegetation. Thus we have defined the historical systems, 

which constitute thematic vector maps, referenced by year and geo-referenced 

(Figure 10) to enable the spatial comprehension of objects, concepts and human 

processes. 

 

Figure 10. Work Screenshot about Vectorialization Process of 1963 Historical 

Cartography on Cad System and Related Filter and Layers Structure 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 
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Relationship between Historical and Present Systems 
 

GIS Setting: Structure and Originality 

 

The information contained in the WebGIS available today comes from 

associations, regional or ministerial entities and, as stated, concern the territory, 

the environment, risks and cultural assets. However, the intersection of 

information across different layers and the interpretation (for example, 

architectural resources and risk areas) is entrusted to the user's expert reading, 

thus requiring a significant amount of time. The purpose of the database 

proposed here is to relate the various elements that make up the BDAA 

landscape by providing a reading that links information among natural, 

anthropic and cultural domains. 

The system developed considers on the basis of a critical selection only 

some of the layers relating to present systems, and is characterized by the 

introduction of vectors constituting historical systems and arranged tables of 

attributes with interdisciplinary entries. The experimentation was carried out 

based on three scales of detail: 1:25000 for the reconnaissance of the macro 

components (historical and present systems); 1:5000 for reconnaissance of 

precise eco-factors and artifacts; 1:500 for detailed information. The structure 

of the system is subdivided into four sections: present systems, historical 

systems, historical remainsin existing systems, environmental risks (Figure 11).  

 

Figure 11. Structure of GIS Layers 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

Unlike historical systems developed directly ex-novo by the authors of 

this text, present systems inserted in the GIS are the result of a targeted 

selection of data already present in the national and regional databases, 

linked to the system via WMS links (Web Map Service) and suitably geo-
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referenced. In Italy, many administrations are updating cartographic 

production to facilitate sharing information via Topographic Databases, also 

accessible to external users. For the Lazio Region this service is only 

available as of March 2017. The section of present systems is therefore 

composed of three subgroups of layers from the aforementioned sources: the 

vectors concerning the Municipality of Guidonia Montecelio, vectors 

concerning the Municipality of Tivoli and the raster layers selected as 

cartographic bases. These latter are the web layer of Open Street Map 

(selected as the most recent base), the boundaries of the provinces in Lazio, 

the raster assembly of the Carta Tecnica Regionale (CTR - Regional 

Technical Map) at 1:5000 scale for 2002-2006, a 2007 orthophoto, the IGM 

1872- 1949 map and the Mosaico del Piano Regolatore Generale (Mosaic of 

the General Regulatory Plan) with unified caption. For the Municipality of 

Guidonia and the Municipality of Tivoli, some CTR shape files were 

selected on a scale of 1:5000 for the year 2002-2003: administrative limits, 

altimetry, hydrography, construction and road access. The first two are 

considered constant and invariable over time, while the latter are being 

updated using the observation of satellite imagery. Vector maps of the 

historical systems are imported as DXF files in the GIS system through the 

geo-referencing process and are superimposed over present systems. This 

allows for an immediate thematic and chronological comparison of all 

reported data in historical or current cartography (Figure 12), taking into 

account the monitoring of transformations and the concatenation of cause 

and effect of phenomena. 

 

Figure 12. Work Screenshot of GIS. Comparison between IGM 1872-1949 

Map (Black and White Base) and 1963 Historical System (Colored Vector 

System)

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The section of remains in existing systems is also subdivided into two 

subgroups, artifacts and eco-facts. The contents of these two categories is 

obtained from a selection of the levels in Table B, Beni Paesaggistici, del 

Piano Territoriale Paesistico Regionale del 2006 (Landscape Assets of the 

2006 Regional Landscape Territorial Plan). From an operative perspective, 
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we have been importing in our new database shape files from the Lazio 

Region's database.  Since WebGIS constitutes a descriptive, prescriptive and 

propositional control tool aimed at landscape conservation, the record 

provided is linked to a file referring to the legal article that describes the 

tutelage procedure (conservation, preservation, use or enhancement).  

In this section the information elaborated in MiBACT, Carta del 

Rischio and Vincoli in rete (Risk Paper and Constraints Network), was 

consulted as well. Both classify Cultural Property (cataloged by authors as 

artifacts) in relation to risk factors and hazards. The relationship seems to be 

included in a scalar interval far too large since the territorial indicator is 

related directly to the building record, omitting the map of local hazards and 

possible responses of the construction itself.  

The section on environmental risks is divided into two subgroups of 

risk types found in the area: seismic risk and hydro-geological risk. This 

information had already been systematized in other databases, with national 

or regional scale of representation, and then imported as shape files or WMS 

links. Other data, however, are the result of studies conducted by geologists 

from Roma Tre and CNR, who have investigated the BDAA area on a more 

detailed scale.  

At present, the BDAA GIS is updated on information for environmental 

issues regarding water resources. The hydrogeological risk layers are due to 

a zoning carried out by the PAI (Piano d’Assetto Idrogeologico - 

Hydrogeological Condition Plan), covering the hydrogeological hazards and 

the hydrogeological risks. With regard to the first, in particular, the surface 

area was obtained around the flood hazards, much of which adjacent to 

Aniene is affected, and the one indicating the risks of landslides occurring at 

the border of the quarries due to the rise of the groundwater, but also on a 

macro-level the historical center of Tivoli.  

 

Notes on the GIS Structure 

 

The diversity of information being collected and systematized is 

justified by the fact that the BDAA GIS deals with information relative to 

the phenomena found in sites evidencing the collision between environmental- 

setting and human-setting on local, detailed and territorial scale. Though the 

research has carried out the study of eco-facts and artifacts simultaneously, 

the first phase of the preparation of the GIS focused on implementing a 

census and a catalog relative to detailed and linear immovable heritage. A 

table of attributes is assigned to them to identify the asset in the system-geo-

cultural landscape and environmental risk of which it is part. This combines 

the various items relating the general aspects of the artifact and the 

environmental risk in the landscape context in which it is inserted. The 

authors are also expanding the section of attachments, including, where 

possible, records of the surveys undertaken and the resulting 3D models (as 

in the case of Casale Nuovo) and, in general, enriching the section with 

cartographic views, iconography, photographs (past and present) in which 

the artifact is present. To understand the importance of simultaneous 

readings of information, one may refer to the case of the Ponte Lucano 

(Lucano Bridge) area analyzing the site and artifacts. The analysis of 
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historical cartography and iconography (historical systems) shows that: a) 

historically the area is a crucial section of the Basin as hub of the Tiburtina 

roadways since ancient Rome; the Ponte, also located near the oldest 

travertine quarries in the Barco area, was where those traveling along Via 

Tiburtina crossed the river, traveling between Rome and Tivoli; b) the area 

is characterized by the presence of various remains (artifacts), such as the 

Lucano Bridge, the Mausoleodei Plauzi (Mausoleum) adjacent to it, and the 

prehistoric Grotto dei Polesini; c) the area historically falls within territory 

subject to periods of overflow of the River Aniene, as evidenced from 

historical documents. The 1826 flood was the most devastating and most 

recent, after which hydraulic defenses were constructed (Villa Gregoriana) and 

environmental reclamation undertaken; d) the industrial interventions along the 

river banks have narrowed the width of the bed, resulting in an increase in the 

river's height; and e) hydraulic defense works were undertaken, consisting of 

the construction of reinforced concrete embankments on the left side. The 

analysis of present systems reveals that: a) the area is subject to hydro-

geological risks, specifically flood risks (PAI); b) the area is adjacent to SIC 

(systems of interest to the community) area of the travertine quarries of Acque 

Albule; and c) the area is not connected to the tourist system of the adjacent 

archaeological parks of Villa Gregoriana, Acquoria area and Villa Adriana 

(Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13. Work Screenshot of GIS. Comparison between IGM 1872-1949 

Map (Black and White Base, 1963 Historical System (Colored Vector System), 

Hydrogeological Risk, PAI (Colored Shape Areas) and Cultural Heritage 

Punctual Elements (Red) 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

Regarding the Ponte Lucano artifacts, the records with historical, 

landscape and risk information were prepared as shown in the Table of 

Figure 14. From the implementation of the system of information of the 

artifacts and their location it appears that the site has always been at risk of 

flooding, but that interventions on the banks (cfr. item d) have done nothing 
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but increase that risk. The area is furthermore isolated from the surrounding 

urban fabric and has, paradoxically, become the site where water from the 

Aniene floods flow. These phenomena have expanded due to partial and 

inopportune recovery operations that have led to the current situation of 

degrade (Figure 14).  

 

Figure 14. New Filing Proposed for Punctual or Linear Artifact (Left)  and 

Comparision between Ponte Lucano Situation in 1870 and 2016 (Right) 

 
Source: Silvia Rinalduzzi. 

 

The purpose of GIS is therefore to reconstruct the long-term reasons for 

the state of affairs, and to make it possible to identify possible courses for 

environmental recovery. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

The work presented here is only part of a broader research on the Acque 

Albule, or BDAA. The complexity of the transformations of this territory in 

past millennia and in recent centuries makes it necessary to monitor the state 

of all its components, both natural and anthropic. This has prompted the 

authors to undertake an interdisciplinary and interscalar study that would 

allow a global vision of the territory under examination. This led to the need 

to standardize different languages and to consider time as a variable. This is 

fundamental to understanding not only the present phenomena, but also the 

stratifications that have occurred, of which memory is often lost. The 

existing maps of risks are on a territorial scale, and absent is the response to 

risks, part of the history of the site and of its composing elements. Those 

activities structure the ongoing experiment towards the creation of a 

cognitive framework and may induce reflections on possible sustainable 

reprogramming of the territory. The urban fabric and its structures can be 

listed as follows: 
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- Read, interpret and graph the transformations that have taken place 

over time to enable the identification of the characteristic elements 

of a territory and understand how they can result from the 

relationship between resources and human activity over time. 
- Conduct a survey of landscapes that have consolidated or changed 

over time to understand the existing risks and potentials of a 

territory. 
- Expand the census methods of cultural assets in historical or 

environmental settings, enabling identification of characteristic 

objects subject to environmental risk. 
- Predispose the cross check of information among the different layers 

and their interpretation (for example, architectural heritage and the 

risk area) towards a direct reading, which also takes into account the 

time necessary for data recognition. 
 

Furthermore, the multidisciplinary approach taken with the GIS system 

aims at responding to cross-interrogations, beyond the usual queries relative 

to criteria such as spatial, superposition, inclusion and proximity.  
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